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HOW TO BOOK YOUR WEDDING DAY 

In order to book your Wedding day, following steps are needed: 

 Fill out the wedding form attached  

•    Read & sign the privacy notice document  

•     Fill out the authorization letter attached and send it along with a scanned copy  

(both sides) of your credit card and a picture ID ( the $500US deposit are not refundable 

in case of cancelation, however this are added as a credit to your wedding invoice) 

 

PAYMENT 

Once we receive the documents to book the Wedding day, the couple does not need to pay 

anything until they arrive at hotel the days before the wedding. 

An appointment with the couple and the personal wedding coordinator will be arranged before 

the wedding day to confirm the total amount of the wedding and it would be paid in two 

different ways: 

- Credit card: VISA, Mastercard and American Express. 

- Cash: only in Mexican pesos. The hotel has two exchange counters for USD, Canadian 

Dollars and Euros. 

 

WEDDING PACKAGES 

What is included 

The Wedding package’s prices indicate what is included in each one. The couple can add all 

the extras that they consider with all the decoration, furniture, services… that we offer in our 

“Extra Price List”. 

All the wedding packages include 10 people. Depends of the package, every extra people 

would pay the following prices: 

 Free, Silver and Gold  $270 pesos per person (Special Restaurant Menu) 

 Platinum and Presidential  $370 pesos, $525 pesos, $685 pesos or $840 pesos per person 

(BBQ Menu or Private Event Menu) 

 Note: In case that the couple gets the Free, Silver or Gold package and decide to 

upgrade to private beach location, they would have to pay the private location rent 

plus all the private event menus or BBQ menu per person.  

 

 

Menus 

In Free, Silver and Gold packages, the menu options are that one offered in our Restaurant 

Catalogue (French Restaurant is not included).  

If wedding guests are more than 15 people, all of them would have set menus of 1 starter, 1 

soup or main dish and 1 dessert. 

In Platinum and Presidential packages menu options are: 
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-BBQ Menu $370 pesos per person 

-Private Event Menu, (the price of this menu depends of the main course: $525, $685 or $840 

pesos per person) 

Reception Time 

Depends of the package: 

PACKAGE RECEPTION TIME 

Free and Silver 1.5 hrs. 

Gold 4 hrs. 

Platinum and Presidential 3 hrs. 

 

Only in the Platinum and Presidential packages, the time can be extended.  

Extension price depends of what kind of bar is chosen: 

- National open bar: $100 pesos per person 

- International open bar: $120 pesos per person 

- Premium open bar: $150 pesos per person 

 

Sparkling wine and appetizers 

This service is properly the “Wedding Toast” and it includes a glass of sparkling wine and some 

appetizers for the guests. Usually, it takes place right after the ceremony on the same beach.  

It’s more or less 30-45 minutes and it’s recommended for the following reasons: 

 

1.- It extends the party time 

2.- It’s a time when bride & groom can socialize with their guests and also among themselves. 

3.- It’s a good time to capture great moments!  
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LOCATIONS 

 

Our Wedding and Reception locations are different in each package:  

PACKAGES CATHOLIC CEREMONY LEGAL CEREMONY RECEPTION 

Free / Silver Ocean View Chapel Playa Nueva Non private Restaurant 

Gold Ocean View Chapel Playa Nueva Private Restaurant 

Platinum Ocean View Chapel Playa Nueva Yalku Beach 

Presidential Ocean View Chapel Palapa Beach Palapa / Palapa Beach 

 

NOTE 

**In case the couple requires two ceremonies, the ceremony that is not included in the package would be 

extra. (i.e. legal silver package + Mayan ceremony) 

 

Locations upgrades 

The couple can upgrade the reception location (under availability) paying the following 

amounts: 

UP GRADE TO: PRICE 

Private Restaurant $   9, 000 pesos 

Yalku Beach $ 10, 500 pesos 

Palapa Beach $ 11, 610 pesos 

 

SET UP  

Reception in a Restaurant 

Free and Silver Package have the Restaurant set up. So there is not option to add any extra 

decoration. The couple just can bring their favors.  

Gold Package have also the Restaurant set up, but the couple can add all the decoration that 

they want as centerpieces, ribbons, flowers, color cover tables, dance floor, etc… 
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Reception in Yalku Beach 

Platinum Package includes for this location, tables (maximum 10 people) with white cover 

tables, chairs with ivory cover chairs, cutlery, glasses, etc… 

The couple can add all the extra decoration of our extra price list (colored ribbons, 

centerpieces, lights, flowers, etc…) 

 

 

Reception in Palapa 

Presidential Package includes for this location white curtains around the Palapa and in the 

central column, tables with white cover tables, chairs with ivory cover tables or white tiffany 

chairs, cutlery, glasses, etc… 

Couple can add all the deco that they want of the extra price list, like colored ribbons, colored 

fabrics, centerpieces, lights, flowers, etc… 

 

 

CEREMONIES 

We can celebrate ceremonies every day of the week. On Sundays, Minister fees increase in 

$1,500 pesos for all kind of weddings. 

Legal Ceremony: a non-religious legal marriage ceremony performed by a government official, 

judge or functionary. A marriage certificate will be given. In case, that the couple wants it 

legalized, they can pay $150USD to the judge and in maximum 6 weeks the legalized 

certificated will be mail to the couple address. 

Symbolic Ceremony: Symbolic weddings are just that – symbolic. This means that they do not 

have any legal significance and no marriage license is issued. Since there is no legal validity, 

there are no legal requirements and no paperwork must be done. Symbolic weddings are not 

performed by a religious or public official, but simply by a person who conducts the ceremony 
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according to your requests. Mostly they are performed by a pastor, a professional speaker or 

orator or a family member or friend of the spouses. 

Sand Ceremony: The sand ceremony, in its simplest form, features two glass containers that are 

each filled with a different color of sand and placed on either side of a larger glass container. 

The different colors, of course, represent the individual lives of the bride and groom. Although 

combined into a single sand ceremony vase, the layers of color show that both the bride and 

groom have retained their unique identities and personalities. This is a strong and beautiful 

representation of the "two becoming one" concept that has resonated with couples all over the 

world.  

 

Mayan Ceremony: Moving forward several thousand years, the Mayans have discarded the 

practice of arranged marriages and focus on traditional spiritual guidelines considered to be a 

link to the universe. 

Prior to the ceremony, both the Shaman and the couple perform essential traditional rituals. 

While the wedding site is cleansed at the four cardinal points by the Shaman with the sacred 

smoke from the Copal tree and the blowing of the conch shell horn, the couple partakes of the 

ancient Mayans Temazcal (sweat lodge) purification ceremony, signifying new beginnings. Unity 

of all the elements is the core of cosmic weddings. The Mayan wedding ritual altar is created to 

represent the four cardinal points – north with red flowers, south with purple flowers, east with 

yellow flowers and west with white flowers. 

LEGAL AND CATHOLIC PROCEDURES 

Catholic Ceremony 

Catholic ceremony is an extra, so it means that is not included in any of the package and it cost 

is $7,000 pesos. 

In order to book your Catholic wedding, you must follow the next steps: 

 1. Visit your Pastor, your Parrish Priest and do all the paperwork required there. 

 2. The couple must do the pre-marriage courses in their Country and then ask for a letter, ¨Nihil 

obstat¨ from their Curia, where the Parrish Priest gives his approval to the Priest here, in order to 

celebrate the wedding in Tulum. 

3. The name of our chapel is: Santa Marta. And its address is: 

Ctra. Federal Cancún-Tulum, km.256.3. Akumal, Quintana Roo, 07770, Riviera Maya, México. 

 4. The document must be sent in order to put the wedding ON HOLD and then perform the 

Ceremony without impediments, to the Bishop’s Address:             

Mons. Pedro Pablo Elizondo Cárdenas 

Catedral de la Sma. Trinidad 

Calle Ixcun s/n 

SMnz. 33  Mnz.1  Lote 2 

Cancun, Q. Roo 77508  

 

 5. Before sending this document to the Bishop’s address, this document must be sent to your 

wedding coordinator by email. (weddings.mx@sirenishotels.com) 
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Legal Ceremony 

For the legal ceremonies the following documents are required: 

 Bride & Groom Passports and Tourist Cards (couple get them when they arrive at airport 

in Mexico) 

 Witnesses Passports and Tourist Cards (they get them when they arrive at airport in 

Mexico) 

 If someone has been divorced or widow/er, the certificate must be sent by email to the 

wedding coordinator (weddings.mx@sirenishotels.com) 

 Blood test, must be done in Mexico at least 3 days before the wedding. Hotel Medical 

Center can do it as well ($220USD). 

 Bride & Groom Legal info. This document is provided by the hotel and is a document for 

the judge. 

 

EXTRA SERVICES 

Our Wedding department has an extra price list where the couple can find all the extra services 

required. 

All our Wedding packages can be completed with these extra services. If you require any other 

service that is not included in our list, you can ask us about it and we will quote it with our 

suppliers. 

If the couple does not agree theses quotations, they are free to quote extra services with 

external suppliers.  

EXTRA TIME TO EXTEND THE RECEPTION 

The couple can extend the reception time paying extra hours and respecting the time limits of 

each location: 

LOCATIONS LIMIT  TIMES 

Private Restaurant  Till 10 pm 

Yalku Beach Till 12:00 am 

Palapa Beach/Location Till 6 am 

 

Extra hour is paid per person and includes just the open bar. The price of each extra hour 

depends of the kind of open bar:   

- National open bar $100 pesos per person 

- International open bar $120 pesos per person 

- Premium open bar $150 pesos per person 

 

The extension time must be confirmed by the couple before the wedding. 

EXTERNAL GUESTS 

The guests that are not in our hotel would need a Wedding pass. 

The Wedding pass price for adults is $1,000 pesos per person and for children (from 4 till 12 years 

old) is $500 pesos per kid. 

mailto:weddings.mx@sirenishotels.com
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With this wedding pass, the guest is allowed to arrive at hotel 3 hours before the Wedding time 

and they will leave when the reception time finishes. 

 

EXTERNAL SUPPLIERS 

The Hotel has their own internal suppliers, which services and products are offered to the couple 

for the wedding. 

The couple can contract directly additional services with an external supplier, but in this case, 

the hotel exempts any responsibility of these external suppliers if they fail in some contract 

service with the couple. 

Every external supplier has a penalty of $2,000 pesos (i.e. flowers, furniture, music, etc…) 

EXTERNAL PHOTOGRAPHER 

Photographer and/or Video is/are one of our in house service(s). In case that the couple doesn’t 

use it, there is a penalty of $300USD plus the Wedding pass that must be paid for the external 

photographer. 

 

Just only if he photographer is one of the wedding guests and remains at least 2 nights at hotel, 

this penalty would be cancelled.  

 

 

 


